Abstract: Navigation systems help agents find the right (optimal) path from the origin to the desired destination. Current navigation systems mainly offer the shortest (distance or time) path as the default optimal path. However, under certain circumstances, having a least-top-exposed path can be more interesting. For instance, on a rainy day, a path with as many places as possible covered by roofs/shelters is more attractive and pragmatic, since roofs/shelters can offer protection from rain. In this paper, we name environments that covered by roofs/shelters but not completely enclosed like indoors as "top-bounded environments/spaces" (e.g., porches), which are generally formed by built structures. This kind of space is completely missing in current navigation models and systems. Thus, we investigate how to use it for space-based navigation. After proposing a definition, a space model, and attributes of top-bounded spaces, we introduce a projection-based approach to generate them. Then, taking a pedestrian as an example agent, we select generated spaces considering whether the agent can visit/use the identified spaces. Finally, examples and a use case study demonstrate that our research can help to include top-bounded spaces in navigation systems/models. More navigation path types (e.g., least-top-exposed) can be offered for different agents (such as pedestrians, drones or robots).
Introduction
Navigation is described as the method of determining the direction of a familiar goal across unfamiliar terrain [1] or the process of orientation to reach a specific distant destination from the origin [2] . Currently, outdoor navigation is widely used, but on closer inspection, it is still not perfect, and some navigation problems are yet to be solved properly. The shortest distance or time are the two typical related costs for determining routes. Apart from these two most common paths, more "optimal" path types considering different parameters used as cost [3, 4] should be delivered, e.g., least-space-visited based on the number of visited rooms between the assigned start and destination and least-obstruction based on the degree of blockage between a start and a destination. Moreover, under certain circumstances, having a least-top-exposed path taking the minimum exposure from the top as the "optimal" criterion for the climatic conditions (e.g., rain and strong sun) can be more interesting.
Navigation of agents conceptually is a continuous movements of 3D objects from one unoccupied space to another, thus space is crucial to navigation. Currently, a space-based navigation approach has already been included in the international standard (IndoorGML [5] ), which has shown much potential in recent research [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, in this research, we focus on the space-based navigation method, and spaces are physical or virtual (non-existing) elements used to represent (explicitly) closed volumes [11] .
From the structural viewpoint, three types of spaces (environments) can be defined in navigation: completely bounded space (indoor), unbounded space (outdoor), and semi-bounded [12] . Indoor space broadly is referred to as a physically bounded (enclosed) built environment (space), such as a building or house [13, 14] , while outdoor space is perceived as an unbounded and unoccupied space outside of buildings. Semi-bounded spaces are often located between indoor and outdoor spaces and are semi-open to the outdoors, so that thus they have the characteristics of both indoor and outdoor spaces. Semi-bounded space can be further classified as top-bounded and/or side-bounded space [12] . In particular, a top-bounded space is enclosed by roof(s)/shelter(s) on top (i.e., spaces below tops), and it may have sides but is not completely enclosed as an indoor space. Side-bounded space is space that is enclosed on the side direction(s) only and has no top(s).
Top-bounded spaces can be a good alternative choice when offering a least-top-exposed path for agents, because indoor and top-bounded spaces are two environments that have roofs/shelters. However, the former is often regarded as non-public (i.e., for specific agents only), while the latter is mostly public [15] . Top-bounded spaces are completely missing in current navigation models and systems. This omission can be partly explained by the fact that modelling a semi-bounded space is a very challenging task [12] because space is a three-dimensional boundless and extensible component. Moreover, consistent practice for outdoor navigation is obtaining the navigation network by reusing and adapting the road/street networks [4, 6] based on the characteristics of agents, rather than using the space-based navigation method. For instance, pedestrian navigation networks are extracted based on pedestrian speed [16, 17] , 2D user dimension [18] , flexibility [19] , behaviours [20] [21] [22] [23] , etc. Moreover, extending the current network by adding nodes (taking top-bounded spaces as 0D nodes) is not effective because navigation receptors are 3D objects.
We previously investigated [12] an approach generating top-bounded space for pedestrian navigation with no more details than the method of geometric operations. In this paper, we further investigate details of top-bounded spaces, specifically: (i) the attributes of space boundaries and (ii) the use of quantitative indicators to select qualified top-bounded spaces for navigation use. Thus, more navigation path types (e.g., least-top-exposed) for different agents (such as pedestrians, drones or robots) can be offered. The main structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the current research on top-bounded spaces. Section 3 discusses top-bounded spaces formed by built structures. The detailed extraction approach of top-bounded spaces is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to space requirements of agents and the space selection process. Taking a pedestrian as the agent, Section 6 shows related demonstrations and experiments. We conclude in Section 7 with an overall discussion and suggestions for future work.
Related Work
Currently, the study of top-bounded spaces in the field of navigation applications is very limited. These semi-bounded spaces are defined as transition zones [24] , such as malls or subway entrances, that can be extended environments, potentially vaguely bounded, where a crisp distinction between indoors and outdoors is difficult. These authors proposed that ubiquitous navigation must be able to deal with the contrasting properties and conceptualisations of outdoor and indoor environments and with the spaces in between. Another similar definition (transitional/intermediate spaces) is presented in [25] , which is based on a conceptual analysis and report on results from an empirical study. In this research, the transitional spaces (e.g., outdoor passageways or city plazas) have three characteristics: (i) they are located between indoors and outdoors; (ii) they can be consistently classified as neither indoors nor outdoors; and (iii) they share properties with both categories.
Most research on top-bounded spaces formed by the built environment is available in the domain of building micro-climates. Such spaces generally have a role in improving residential comfort and reducing cooling and heating energy requirements [26] , as well as acting as a special structure to create a favourable building micro-climate [27] . Moreover, because they often have better thermal sensations (usually lower impact of wind, less hot) than the outdoors [28] , people may prefer to use them for some additional purposes, e.g., drying laundry, growing plants [26] , pursuing learning activities [29] , adapting to thermal environments [30] , sheltering from the sun and wind [31] , and improving the physical environment of markets [32] .
Noticeably, top-bounded spaces are also given different names, and the reader is often left without a clear definition of their meanings and differences. For instance, spaces covered by roofs/shelters/canopies but not enclosed completely, i.e., indoors, which can moderate the effects of the outdoor conditions, are regarded as semi-indoor space in [26, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, similar spaces are named semi-outdoors in [27, 28, [39] [40] [41] [42] , semi-enclosed spaces in [31, 43] , transitional/intermediate spaces in [25, 44] , transition zones in [24] , and semi-open spaces in [45] . From a structural view, the roofs/shelters/canopies are the tops of some environments, and because of them, the characteristics of the environments (spaces) under them are changed, e.g., less hot.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, top-bounded space for navigation is still not well investigated. On the one hand, the definition is unclear, although many names have been used. On the other hand, current research on this space remains in the study of concepts and empirical objects and is not quantitative and useful for applications, for example, the inclusion of these spaces in navigation systems to offer the least exposed path.
Top-Bounded Spaces Formed by Built Structures
In this paper, more details are presented: (i) we supply complementary clear definitions of the Top, and Side, rather than defining them by examples; (ii) a new element Bottom is added; and (iii) the structure of top-bounded space is quantitatively provided by using a unified modelling language (UML) model.
Definitions
Spaces formed by built structures are the hollow (unoccupied) parts where people can pursue activities. Although spaces may also be defined as boundless structures, providing their boundaries in a spatial model is necessary to account for local specificities. We therefore define the discussed spaces (environments) on the basis of their identified boundaries, i.e., spaces are virtual (non-existing) elements used to represent the closed volumes bounded by (virtual or physical) boundaries.
Top, Side, and Bottom are three generalised notions to represent a top (e.g., roof or shelter), side (e.g., wall), and bottom (e.g., ground or floor) structures. These concepts allow considering more complex boundary configurations. For example, a roof is always a top while the opposite is not true. The same holds for the relationship between a side and a wall. All three elements are boundaries of top-bounded space, so they are sub-classes of the class Boundary. Their definitions are as follows:
Top: A top is a structure above the ground, which can cover a space under it, and provides a physical or virtual upper boundary to such a space. A physical top can stand as: (i) a protection from weather conditions (e.g., rain, wind, cold, or heat); or (ii) a limitation to estimate clearance (e.g., for flying or carrying large items). The top can be an artificial or a natural structure/object (e.g., wood, stone, or tree).
Side: A side is a structure that encloses a space from around directions and stands as a physical or virtual lateral boundary of a given space. A physical side can act as: (i) a protection from weather conditions (e.g., wind); or (ii) a limitation to estimate entrance possibilities (e.g., finding a door or flying above). To a certain extent, a physical side is more similar to a fence, although it may have functions similar to those of a wall, such as carrying a load (e.g., load-bearing pillars). For example, a side can be used to delimit or prevent people from entering or exiting. Similar to a top, a side can be an artificial (e.g., wall or fence) or a natural structure/object (e.g., tree or river).
Bottom: A bottom is a structure that encloses a space from the lower direction and offers a platform where agents can stand by physical contact. Similar to the two former structures, a bottom can be an artificial (e.g., floor or slab) or a natural structure/object (e.g., ground). In this work, the ground/floor is assumed to be the default bottom structure.
Thus, the detailed definition of a top-bounded space based on the three essential elements is: Top-bounded space (environment): Such a space is semi-open to the outdoors, physically enclosed by top(s) in the top direction, and may have side(s) but is not physically enclosed completely (i.e., indoors). The bottom is assumed to be present by default. This kind of space can be consistently classified as neither indoors nor outdoors, and it shares properties with both categories. 
Space UML Model
The UML diagram of the top-bounded space model is depicted in Figure 2 . A TopBoundedSpace is composed of several types of Boundary, and one Boundary can be shared by one or two spaces. Top, Side, and Bottom are three different kinds of Boundary.
TopBoundedSpace
A TopBoundedSpace has function and usage attributes. The function attribute normally denotes the intended purpose or usage of the space, such as a balcony for a building, while the usage attribute normally defines its real or actual usage; e.g., a balcony can also be used as a shelter for the lower level.
Boundary
A Boundary has four attributes: boundary, closure, gradient, and geometry. The attribute boundary defines a physical characteristic (physical or virtual) of a Boundary. Similarly, closure, and gradient are two attributes related to the spatial characteristics, and geometry describes the geometric characteristics. 
The type of boundary is boundaryType, which means whether a boundary comes from physical objects or virtual ones.
Closure
The closure (C) is an important attribute for a Boundary because closure of the top determines whether agents can use the space for specific purposes, e.g., escaping from rain/strong sun, while closure of the bottom boundary ensures that agents can engage in activities on it. For example, some roof-like/shelter-like structures are built for decoration/reinforcement (Figure 1f) , and, obviously, agents cannot use them to escape from rain. Another example is the top-bounded space takes plants as the bottom and pedestrians definitely cannot walk on it, examples can be seen in the section Space Accessibility. Closure can be defined and computed by the proportion of the area covered and the total area of the structure (Equation (1)).
where C is the closure and A_e/A_t are the area of the enclosed part and the total area, respectively. For some special cases, where buildings are built over water and plants are grown under the top, the water/plants might act as the lower boundary ("Bottom') of some top-bounded spaces. Although the water/plants are not built structures, we regard their closure as 0 because agents cannot stay on them.
Gradient
Some built structures have slopes to permit rainwater to run off (e.g., inclined pavements), and these structures also may act as the bottoms of some top-bounded spaces. In other words, Boundary can be tilted at an angle. Considering whether the bottom has moderate slope is necessary to ensure that agents can have activities on it. The gradient (G) of any polygon component is referenced to a virtual XY plane. The normal vectors of a component and virtual XY plane are − → A = (a, b, c) and − → B = (0, 0, d), respectively. Then, the gradient can be calculated by Equation (2) , where the unit is degrees:
Geometry From a geometric point of view, the types of Boundary in this paper are always polygons (i.e., all vertices of a single polygon are coplanar), but they are not limited to quadrilaterals.
Top, Side, and Bottom
Top, Side, and Bottom are three indispensable elements (Boundary). Generally, structures such as Roof, Shelter, and OuterCeilingSurface (defined in CityGML [46] ) can act as the tops, while Wall, Fence, Door, etc., are considered the sides, and Floor and Ground/OuterFloorSurface can be the bottoms. At least one physical Top (with qualified closure) should be included. Surely the Bottom is physical and has qualified closure, while physical Sides are not specifically required, since side structures are not necessary for a top-bounded space, as they can float over or sink into the ground surface (terrain).
Examples
The bus stand and gazebo in Figure 3 are two suitable illustrations of the models of top-bounded spaces. The bus stand has five physical boundaries on the same plane: a quadrilateral top (A), three sides (B, C, and E), and a bottom (D). To make it an enclosed volume, two more missing lateral sides (C1 and F) are needed. Therefore, the boundaries A, B, C, D, and E are physical, while the boundaries C1 and F are virtual. The gazebo has eight physical boundaries (A to H): A, B, C, and D are four physical tilted triangular tops; E, F, and G are three physical sides; and H is the physical bottom. Thus, in this example, four virtual boundaries (E1, F1, G1, and I) are needed to make an enclosed space. Comparing the bus stand and the gazebo, we can observe that the shapes of boundaries are not limited to quadrilaterals and that they can be tilted. 
Top-Bounded Space Creation Approach
Starting from a 3D model describing a built environment, our top-bounded space creation approach includes the following steps: 
Identification and Ordering of Construction Objects
The relevant building components, which potentially can form top-bounded spaces, are identified and selected. In general, built structures, such as balconies, dormers or outer stairs can form top-bounded spaces. Therefore, the first step is to detect these building components (such as roofs, floor slab, and floors) in the input 3D models. The ground is also necessary, especially in cases that have no floors, e.g., a gas station. For this purpose, we strongly rely on the semantic information provided in the model; thus, we assume an advanced level of detail (e.g., minimum CityGML LoD3 or IFC).
After the identification, the relevant building components (including the ground polygon) are sorted on the basis of their elevation in the vertical direction. We take the Cartesian Z-axis as the reference direction, a virtual geometric XY plane is considered as the reference, and its elevation is the lowest among all components. If more than one of the components have the same elevation, they are ordered randomly.
The elevation of each component is computed using Equation (3) [12] :
where z A is the elevation of component (polygon) A, n is the number of vertices of component A, and z i is the z value of the ith vertex.
Determination of Boundaries and Space Generation
Based on projection, from higher to lower components (in the direction of the Z-axis), we detect overlaps that symbolise the desired space boundaries. At this stage, we rely only on polygon objects; thus, if the building components are volumes (e.g., in IFC), a pre-processing step to this one includes a decomposition of the volumes into relevant upper and lower polygons. The process of space creation between any two polygons includes four steps: (i) project the original two polygons onto the same plane along the Z-axis; (ii) compute the overlaps between their projections by intersection; (iii) find the tops and bottoms by projecting the overlaps back onto the two original polygons along the Z-axis; and (iv) obtain the missing lateral sides that allows forming closed volumes. Note that, in the second step, the projections on the same plane lead to one of two possible spatial relationships: either they overlap, or they do not. If their projections overlap, we compute the region of intersection. Moreover, if the overlap is not a polygon (a line or point, for example), it is regarded as a case of no overlap. Figure 4 illustrates the determination of boundaries and the creation of top-bounded spaces between two polygons and includes four different cases. The original polygons are A and B, and all steps happen only between them. Assuming their projections are A and B , respectively, the relationships of their projections are A 1 = B 1 , A 2 ⊂ B 2 , B 3 ⊂ A 3 , and A 4 ∩ B 4 = ∅ (sub-figures in the first column). Then, the overlaps of their projections (I AB ) are computed by intersection, i.e., 3 , B 3 }, and {A 4 , B 4 } (sub-figures in the third column). A and B are parts of polygons A and B, respectively, acting as top and bottom. Projections of A and B are equal to A ∩ B . Because our approach relies entirely on the Z-direction as the projection direction, the last step is to match the top and bottom directly to obtain the missing lateral polygons (sides) that allow forming closed volumes (sub-figures in the last column). In addition, these operations are applicable to polygons that are not horizontal (inclined cases), but the vertical cases are not, as the projections of vertical components on the Z-direction are lines rather than polygons. For the whole procedure of creating all top-bounded spaces, any two polygons in the ordered component set are chosen to repeat the four steps. Thus, all top-bounded spaces can be created. The algorithm details of the steps can be found in [12] .
Space Trimming
Space trimming is the last step but cannot be omitted because the created top-bounded spaces (volumes) may have overlaps. Therefore, created spaces need to be trimmed based on their locations. The specific algorithms for space trimming can be seen in [12] . Figure 5 illustrates the space creation and trimming among three polygons, in which the polygons B and C are horizontal, while A is inclined. Suppose polygon A is an inclined roof, B is a floor slab, and C is the ground. Repeating the four steps described in the last section three times, three top-bounded spaces are created, whose tops and bottoms are {A 1 , B 1 }, {A, C 1 }, and {B, C 2 } (Figure 5b-d) . The space bounded by {A, C 1 } has overlaps with other two, thus it is trimmed by the spaces shown in Figure 5b ,d, and the trimmed result can be seen in Figure 5e , whose top and bottom are {A , C }. Thus, three final top-bounded spaces, whose top(s) and side(s) are {A 1 , B 1 }, {A 2 , C 3 }, and {B, C 2 }, are created without overlaps (Figure 5f ). 
Space Requirements and Space Selection for Specific Agent
Agents are mobile 3D objects in navigation, thus they have certain requirements for spaces. For instance, spaces should be large enough to accommodate agents, tops should have a qualified closure for agents' least-top-exposed path selection purposes, and the slope and closure of their bottoms should be moderate and qualified to make sure agents can have activities there.
Space Requirements
To demonstrate the minimum size of the required space for an agent, we take a pedestrian as an example ( Figure 6 ). The pedestrian here can be replaced by other agents. A 3D agent is abstracted as a cuboid that has length (l), width (w), and height (h). Thus, an agent's cuboid is a three-tuple, d = {l, w, h}. Because the spaces are not always cuboids, their sizes cannot be described directly. According to the literature, for a pedestrian, at least 10 % extra space should be considered around moving people [47] , and pedestrians like to maintain a certain distance from walls and obstacles as a comfort distance (10 cm) [48] . The extra space and comfort space are two kinds of buffers, and they are here denoted by l b and l c , respectively. Moreover, the required space is also abstracted as a cuboid based on the agent. That is, d = {l , w , h }, where length is l , width is w and height is h .
In Figure 6 , the slash-filled parts are physical built structures, e.g., roofs and walls. Dot-filled (l b ) and grid-filled (l c ) parts are extra space and comfort space, respectively. The dashed lines indicate virtual boundaries of the top-bounded space. Furthermore, taking the length direction as an example, the top-bounded space can be classified into three cases based on the number of sides, in which (a) has zero sides, (b) has one side, and (c) has two sides.
Then, the minimum required size of a space for a pedestrian, d = l , w , h , can be computed by Equation (4) .
where l, w, h is the size of an agent cuboid, l b , w b is the extra buffer space for a moving object, l c , w c is the extra comfort distance (space) from an agent to side(s) and/or obstacles, k l , k w is the number of side(s) along the length and width, respectively, and k l,w = {0, 1, 2}, h 0 is the extra height needed by an agent, and l , w , h is the minimum size of the required space. 
Space Selection
All created top-bounded spaces are selected based on the requirements from an agent. Here, we introduce three more parameters. One parameter is the radius of the minimum circumscribed circle (r ) of the minimum required space. Based on l and w , r can be computed by r = √ l 2 + w 2 /2 ( Figure 7a) . The other two parameters are the radius of the maximum inscribed circle of a top-bounded space (r S ) and the height of a top-bounded space (h S ) (Figure 7b ). Specifically, after extracting the top(s), and bottom(s) of a generated space separately, the bottom is projected onto a virtual geometric XY plane along the Z-axis, and its maximum inscribed circle based on the contour is then (r S ). The height of a top-bounded space is h S , which by default is regarded as the minimum height based on boundaries that touch the top and bottom at the same time. Moreover, the closure of the top (C T ) and bottom (C B ) and the gradient of the bottom (G B ) are measured (Figure 7b) . If a space can meet all conditions in Equation (5), the space is selected; otherwise, the space is excluded.
where r S is the radius of the maximum inscribed circle of the bottom projection of a top-bounded space; r is the radius of the minimum circumscribed circle of the minimum required space; h S is the height of a top-bounded space; h is the the height of the required space; C T , C B are the closure of top(s) and bottom(s) of a top-bounded space, respectively; t 0
are the thresholds of the closures for top(s) and bottom(s), respectively; and G B , t 0 G B are the gradient of bottom(s) and threshold of the gradient for bottom(s), respectively.
Space Accessibility
Although some top-bounded spaces exist, not all of them are available when considering the accessibility attribute. This attribute can be classified into a property issue and an object issue. The property issue means that top-bounded spaces are usually public but that some of them are private, for instance, the building with balconies in Figure 8a . Obviously, there are two top-bounded spaces: one is formed by the roof and outer floor, and the other is formed by the ground and the outer ceiling. Generally speaking, the former cannot be used in the navigation model/system, as this space is private and only the house owner can use it, while the latter can be public. The object issue is that some top-bounded spaces may be occupied by some objects. For instance, people may place something in a top-bounded space for some purpose, e.g., grow plants (Figure 8a Land administration data could provide an option to solve the property issue, and the object issue can be addressed by considering the locations of objects. In this paper, we do not take the accessibility as a quantised parameter, but we consider identifying whether a top-bounded space is available based on the visit pattern. For instance, if agents have to pass through a specific door/entrance/window to visit a top-bounded space, then the space is non-public and should be excluded.
Experiments
In this paper, we take a pedestrian as the specific agent of the navigation activity. Thus, we investigate the definition of a pedestrian, the size of a pedestrian, and the space requirements of a pedestrian.
Pedestrian Definition and Size
The pedestrian in this paper is a person who is travelling on foot, walking or running. Persons who travel on tiny wheels such as roller skates, skateboards, and scooters or on the wheels of self-balancing scooters are not considered pedestrians because they do not have the same flexibility as pedestrians. For instance, pedestrians can walk on stairs, but persons using (tiny) wheeled devices cannot, unless they revert to travelling on foot.
A pedestrian is regarded as a moveable 3D object with length (625 < l < 875), width (w > 375), and height (h > 1930). All the size units in this paper are expressed in mm. The dimensions of the required spaces for different cases (Figure 9 ) can be estimated based on the data in Man: The Universal Standard [47] . 
Requirements of Top-Bounded Spaces
We set the size of a pedestrian cuboid based on the values in [47] (Figure 9 ). Further, 10% extra space is added, and the comfort distance is set as 10 cm. Therefore, the parameters for a pedestrian are as follows (Equation (6)): Thus, for a pedestrian, the minimum required dimensions of a space and the radius of the minimum circumscribed circle of the required space can be computed (Equation (7)). Considering that all the top-bounded spaces in the use case are one-side-bounded, except for one space that has two sides, we set k l,w = {1, 2}. 
In this paper, we set both t 0 C T and t 0 C B to 0.9. Moreover, to accurately determine what kind of slope is acceptable for pedestrians, we refer to the gradients of travelators (or moving pavements) since they are a means of conveying people horizontally or up a slightly inclined plane, and their main advantage lies in their ability to transport prams, invalid chairs, shopping trolleys, bicycles and unwieldy packages with only a slight risk of accident [47] . Therefore, taking the slope of travelators (or moving pavements) as a reference is enough to guarantee that the slope of a bottom is qualified for normal pedestrian usage, i.e., the maximum angle t 0 G B is 12 • . In summary, the space requirements of a pedestrian can be quantified by Equation (8): 
Use Case
To demonstrate how the top-bounded spaces are extracted and selected based on our proposed approach, we present the whole process with a 3D data model. The experiments were conducted using the Rhinoceros + Grasshopper software, and the data process was developed in Python script.
Because we do not have a real detailed CityGML dataset, for explanatory purposes, we used a virtual 3D building model. It is a two-story house with one balcony and one garage (Figure 10a ). Thirteen top-bounded spaces ( Figure 10b) were generated by the selected building components (OuterCeilingSurface, OuterFloorSurface; Figure 10c ,d). We numbered them S 1 -S 13 . The "Ground" (GroundSurface) was considered as a default plane polygon extended from the floor polygon. Then, r S i , G B i , and h S i of these top-bounded spaces were computed (Table 1 ). All generated spaces had one side (i.e., k l,w = 1) except for the garage (space S 9 ), which had two sides (i.e., k l,w = 2).
Based on the selection criteria (Equation (8)), top-bounded spaces S 1 , S 3 , S 6 , S 7 , S 12 , and S 13 were selected, while S 2 , S 4 , S 5 , S 8 , S 10 , and S 11 were excluded, as the bottoms of S 2 , S 4 , S 5 , and S 10 had unqualified dimensions or slopes and S 8 and S 11 had poor dimensional bottoms (although their heights were acceptable; Figure 10e ). Thus, seven top-bounded spaces (S 1 , S 3 , S 6 , S 7 , S 9 , S 12 , and S 13 ) were qualified, having qualified dimensions, slopes, and closures, and surely could be used for pedestrian navigation (Figure 10f) . Furthermore, if considering the accessibility, the spaces S 1 and S 6 were unqualified because a pedestrian would have to pass through a door/window to visit them. In other words, these two spaces were non-public.
In this experiment, we demonstrated how to create and select top-bounded spaces for all (theoretically) possible situations, which provide benefits for a pedestrian navigation. If the agent were changed (e.g., drone or robot), the top-bounded space creation would remain the same, but the selection criteria would be changed based on the agent. The provided example is only to demonstrate that the proposed method can identify and select the top-bounded spaces. The use case shown is a house, but it is already sufficiently complex to be able to represent real-world case. More tests will be completed at a later stage. However, no experiments and statistical analysis are performed on the navigation, because top-bounded space is only part of a space-based navigation model and at this stage it is impossible to navigate only using this type of space. In a subsequent research, we will develop a space-based navigation model, in which all spaces-indoor, top-bounded, side-bounded and outdoor spaces-will be included. Then, we will conduct navigation tests using all spaces together and compare the proposed approach with the conventional methods to validate improvements. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we concentrate on the definition, creation, trimming, and selection of top-bounded spaces for a navigation system. The space creation is an automatic method based on 3D models. The demonstrations and experiments indicate that the creation of top-bounded spaces (formed by built structures) is feasible given existing 3D standards such as CityGML or IFC. This research expects to include these kinds of spaces for more types of paths in 3D seamless navigation systems. In addition to the shortest distance and fastest time paths, the least-top-exposed path becomes an option.
Several aspects still need to be investigated more deeply and solved. The first aspect concerns how to quantify space accessibility, as this attribute can also determine whether a space is qualified for navigation purposes. Currently, in the indoor navigation domain, the Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) is combined with IndoorGML to define the accessibility of indoor spaces based on the ownership and/or the functional right for use [49] , which can be a potential solution for the top-bounded space accessibility issue. Another aspect is space selection; extracted top-bounded spaces are successfully selected based on five elements, r , h , t 0 C T , t 0 C B , and t 0 G B (Equation (5)), but this selection can determine only whether a whole space unit is qualified, rather than specific its sub-parts. Thus, extracted top-bounded spaces need to be further subdivided into navigable and non-navigable spaces for accurate navigation purposes. The third concern is that this research is looking for new approaches to increase further the satisfaction level of users. Distinguishing between spaces with and without top is only one of them. However, it is necessary to identify when satisfaction level of users, achieved with proposed approach, would have higher impact of their decisions compared to default optimal (time or distance-based) paths that are currently in use. Moreover, apart from built structures, plants such as arbours also can form top-bounded spaces, especially for the case of sun avoidance.
Therefore, in future work, we will concentrate on further elaboration and testing of the current work as follows:
(a) Adopting the space subdivision rules/algorithms originating from the indoor navigation domain. This step could involve a further subdivision of the top-bounded space into navigable and non-navigable spaces [50] or subdividing it on the basis of functions [10] , access restriction [49] , etc. (b) Using the Poincaré Duality [51] to derive axiomatically a network based on the above space subdivision. The steps to follow are similar to those for indoor navigation based on Primal and Dual Space [7, 52, 53] . (c) Investigating when satisfaction level of users, achieved with proposed approach, would have higher impact of their decisions compared to time-or distance-based routes that are currently in use. (d) Investigating more top-bounded spaces formed by other objects (e.g., trees) and trying to include them in the navigation system.
